Who we are
Mag Manufacturing specializes in supplying military, marine and aviation
parts to the United States Defense Logistics Agency and heavy equipment
parts and aftermarket components for Caterpillar machines. We are
committed to providing our customers with the highest quality products.
Mag manufacturing has a modern manufacturing facility that complies
with international quality-assurance standards and is certified to
ISO9001:2008.
One of Mag’s exclusive product ranges is Track Shoes for Military Vehicles.
Mag can deliver the highest quality track shoes and components for many
vehicles working with the absolute best raw materials and the World’s
leading manufacturers.

Contact Us

Spare Parts for the Defense and
Commercial Industries

41/A Sokak No:24 OSTIM
06374 Yenimahalle Ankara – TURKEY
Phone: +90 312 385 55 12
Email: info@magmakina.com
Web: www.magmakina.com
USA Branch: 4744 - B North Royal Atlanta Drive,
Dekalb Country, Tucker, GA 300084-3820 – USA
Phone: 646 – 545 80 80
For more information about quality Mag products, visit our website.
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Protects Your Mission

Defense Industry

Defense Industry

Sprockets

Security Cages
Variety of metal sprockets made of highquality materials for many industrial and
armoured vehicle applications. We are proud
of our ability to respond to urgent purchase
requirements and expedite proposals for
long term solutions.

Tow Bars & Accessories

Track Shoes
Mag manufacturing is a supplier to the
world’s governments of the track shoe for
many vehicle from armoured personnel
carriers to tanks. Our high-quality and
efficient track shoes are used by both
military and civilian customers around the
world.

Machine Gun Mounts
We provide solutions to weapon and
accessory mounting to military vehicles. At
our core, we are a custom solutions company,
and will develop for you exactly what you
need. We produce virtually any type of
mounts on specific requirements for any
applications.
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High value asset security cages (HVASC)
protect valuables and prevent theft. Use them
indoors and outdoors, in garrison and in the
field, in arms rooms, supply storage areas,
maintenance facilities, joint use areas and
shipping containers.

When lives are on the line and big jobs just
have to be done, count on Mag towbars to
meet the challenge. Our military and
commercial grade towbars are designed with
heavy-duty jobs in mind and on-the-line.

Wire Ropes & Cables
Mag is proud to offer an extensive product
range of wire ropes and cables for a variety
of markets including: Construction, Offshore
Rigging, the Marine Industry and Defense
Industry.
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Marine Industry

Aviation Industry

Anchors

Aircraft Maintenance Platforms
Strong, reliable, high-quality, affordable
anchors with precise dimensions and hot dip
galvanizing for corrosion protection.

Dog Doors
Structural doors are fabricated from plate
steel, aluminum or stainless steel and can be
constructed without dogs (nontight), two
dogs (weathertight / fumetight) or with
multiple dogs (watertight) which operate
individually or with quick-acting linkage.

Ship and Marine Furniture
Very comfortable Mag chair designed for
continuous operation. The extra wide and
adjustable cushion gives the operator lots of
space and allows relaxed seating for many
hours.
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Mag designs and offers a range of specialist
services for access platforms, maintenance
platforms and ground support
equipment for aviation and military industry.

Auto Parts
Auto Replacement Parts
Mag is a leader in providing high quality,
competitively priced, intercooler inlet hoses,
intercooler outlet hose, air intake hose, DPF
hoses, fuel vent hoses, vacuum hoses, heater
hoses, radiator hoses, water hoses,
intercooler inlet and outlet pipes, intercooler
outlet pipes, dirty air intake pipes, clean air
suction pipes, grommets, rubber bellows,
rubber seals, rubber diaphragms, sealing
parts, rubber pads, rubber bumpers, door
profiles and glass profiles for: Ford, Opel,
VW, Mercedes, Audi, Fiat…
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Caterpillar Parts

Caterpillar Parts

Hydraulic Cylinders

Wheels & Rims

Hydraulic cylinders do take place in all earth
moving machinery. The hydraulic cylinders
generally comprise of three types. These are;
lifting type, collecting type and steering type.
Parts for hydraulic cylinders are presented
to the market separately or as complete
systems.

Differential parts
Differential parts are the parts that exist ın
the front and the rear and that provide the
earth moving machines mounted on wheels
to turn and to stay in balance differential
parts comprise by the installing of the cast
parts on to the gear groups.

Other Replacement Parts
Mag is a leader in providing high quality,
competitively priced, aftermarket
replacement parts for: Caterpillar, Case,
Komatsu, Deere, International and Hitachi,
along with many other off-highway
earthmoving equipment manufacturers.
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Wheels are the systems that are present in all
rubber wheel machines and that serve as the
shoes of the machine. The system connects
the machine to the tyre. This system is
existent in loaders, motor graders, road
rollers, backhoe loaders and the rock haulage
trucks.

Shafts
Drive shaft parts in wheel loaders comprise
of a system that conveys the motion between
the front and the rear wheels and which
transfers the motion that it takes from the
transmission to the differentials.

Planetary Gear Systems
Planetary gear system is the system that
takes place in all earth moving machinery.
Planetary gear system, in which the cast
parts take place in combinatıon with gear
parts which take place weightily.
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